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Learn the art of making ramen from the comfort of your kitchenNothing quite compares to the
simple pleasure of slurping up a piping hot bowl of delicious ramen. This cookbook provides you
with the traditions, tools, and tips you need to start making flavorful and filling ramen right at
home.What sets this ramen cookbook apart:The history of the bowl—Discover the origins of
ramen, regional variations, modern-day interpretations, and more.Learn the 6 steps—Build an
unparalleled bowl by learning how to make each critical component: broth, tare (seasoning
sauce), aromatic oils and fats, noodles, toppings, and a perfectly combined bowl.130 recipes to
savor—You’ll learn to create a variety of ramen recipes that range from easy to challenging, such
as Spicy Miso Tonkotsu Ramen with Ginger Pork, and Shoyu Ramen with Littleneck Clams,
Scallions, and Butter.Master creating savory bowls of ramen from scratch with this
comprehensive Japanese cookbook.

"Ramen is one of the most delicious and comforting dishes in the world, but how to make the
perfect bowl is often a mystery―Ramen Obsession nails it down. Being well-recognized editors,
authors, and recipe developers Naomi Imatome-Yun and Robin Donovan demystify the process
of making this highly personal and highly regional dish both lovingly and analytically at the same
time. Whether you're looking for traditional preparations or something more innovative, Naomi
and Robin will teach you how to create the perfect bowl of ramen."―Akiko Katayama, Host &
producer of JAPAN EATS!"Ramen Obsession is for anyone who appreciates the simple beauty
and comforting power of a glorious bowl of ramen. Naomi Imatome-Yun and Robin Donovan
break down the process of preparing a rich broth worthy of its noodle counterpart with all the
delicious toppings. Ramen enthusiasts will be delighted by the regional recipes that any home
cook can master with ease while learning about its history and origins. Every ramen lover who
has ever swooned with excitement over a bowl of ramen should get this cookbook as a gift to
themselves (and others!) and experience the joy of making this beloved dish at home."―Alice
Currah, host of PBS' Kitchen Explorers"Every recipe tells a story and none more so than
everyone’s favorite noodle dish, ramen. Ramen Obsessionnot only gives you the tools to make
fabulous ramen at home, this comprehensive cookbook also dishes on ramen’s history and its
impact on Japanese culture and society. From Hokkaido to Tokyo, every region has its own
distinct style. You can learn the variations and how to make them, too! Just follow the detailed
step-by-steps and you’ll be on your way to making ramen noodles with your favorite broth and
toppings at home.―Pat Tanumihardja, author of The Asian Grandmothers Cookbook and Farm
to Table Asian Secrets--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorNAOMI
IMATOME-YUN is a bestselling author and editor-in-chief based in Los Angeles. She was a food
editor for over a decade, built one of the most popular Asian food websites, and is the author of



the Seoul Food Korean Cookbook.ROBIN DONOVAN is a recipe developer and blogger who is
obsessed with Japanese food. She’s the author of Sushi At Home and several other bestselling
cookbooks, including Campfire Cuisine: Gourmet Recipes for the Great Outdoors.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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CONVERSIONSACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORSINTRODUCTIONRAMEN-
OBSESSEDI grew up loving ramen, specifically that red and white Sapporo Ichiban instant
noodle package. It was a different era, when third graders could boil water, and I loved making
myself an after-school “home-cooked meal” of Ichiban, a swirled egg, and a scoop of
rice.Although I slurped ramen at Asian food stalls, I didn’t fall in love with true restaurant ramen
until visiting New York’s Momofuku Noodle Bar when it first opened. Since I was a restaurant
reviewer, I was overeating regularly, but I was shocked by how heartwarming my Momofuku
experience was; though I’d eaten ramen across three continents, I was instantly
transported.Creating that balanced bowl at home seems daunting, but it’s surprisingly doable.
Start with the most basic components, and master them before moving on to create the bowl of
your dreams. Even the simplest pairing of noodles and broth can be intensely beautiful, and as
my conversations with some of the world’s best ramen chefs have revealed, it’s an expansive,
global, and democratic dish.WHAT’S INSIDE THIS BOOK AND HOW TO USE ITRamen at its
simplest is easy to understand: noodles and broth, which usually come with a range of distinct
toppings. Often, it’s seasoned with aromatic oil and a seasoning sauce called tare that the cook
drizzles in the bottom of the bowl before ladling in the broth. However, it requires the right
balance to get all the components singing together.With care and precision, we break down the
essential steps to making the five ramen components: the broth, the tare, the aromatic oils, the



noodles, and the toppings. With this ramen-making tool kit, you can master the craft and
assemble delicious bowls in your own kitchen.This book is divided into three parts. In part 1, we
introduce you to ramen’s storied and layered past. Part 2 takes you through each individual
component in a step-by-step format. Finally, part 3 serves up the recipes so that you can create
your own vivid and delicious bowls at home.Consider this book a primer and encyclopedia for
the ramen-obsessed.THE RECIPESWhile most cookbooks aren’t meant to be read from cover
to cover, if you’re new to the craft of ramen, reading through many of these recipes will give you a
good foundation and help you develop your ramen sense. Together, we’ll explore the breadth of
possibilities contained in such a simple-seeming bowl. From Spicy Miso Ramen with Chicken
Karaage and Swiss Chard to Hakata-Style Mountain of Scallions Ramen to delicious vegan and
vegetarian varieties, this is a master class in the wide world of ramen.Ramen is intensely
regional, and the dish changes depending on the climate, season, and prefecture (county) of its
surroundings. As it’s made its way around the world, it’s evolved even further.We’ve included
easy and more challenging recipes suited for home use, and even with the intense ramen focus,
you’ll learn to create other dishes, from toppings like succulent pork to flavor-bombs like
Japanese pickles and gyoza.Ramen can seem like such an insurmountable feat, yet almost all
of the work is done in advance. Once you’ve created the broths and noodles, tare and toppings,
it takes only minutes to assemble your meal.Although I created some of the recipes in this book
myself, the vast majority were crafted by Robin Donovan, a talented recipe developer with the
hyper-focus and culinary knowledge needed for a ramen bible.PART IThe Ramen Story:
Welcomed Creativity in a World Steeped With TraditionRamen enjoys a special place in the
hearts of Japanese people, and a unique position in Japanese cuisine for how quickly it became
popular and how much it has evolved over time. By increasing your knowledge of this beloved
noodle dish and understanding its history and culture, you’ll appreciate the ramen you make at
home even more.THE HISTORY OF RAMENThe most widely accepted history of ramen is that
it journeyed to Japan from China, although since noodles-in-broth was already a part of
Japanese cuisine, the concept was not wholly novel. The well-known springy noodles in chicken
broth, however, found their way into Japan in the 19th century through Chinese merchants, and
in a country where the culinary culture is steeped in tradition, beauty, and reverence, ramen is a
relative newcomer.JAPANESE CUISINE AND TRADITIONSJapanese itamae (head chefs)
receive years of apprenticeship and education, learning from a master itamae and then working
as a sous chef before they can reach the itamae role. In Japan, being a chef is often a family
business, with third- or fourth-generation chefs running their family restaurants.But some of the
country’s best and most-loved ramen-ya (ramen shops) are total newcomers. Because ramen’s
popularity is relatively new and there are no rules set in stone, even completely unknown chefs
have made their mark on ramen culture.CHINESE INFLUENCERamen’s history in Japan is a
tale of imperialism, migration, and occupation. In 1853, Japan reluctantly opened its ports to
American trade, a shift that opened the door to trade agreements with other countries, and
exposed Japan to outside influence following centuries of closed borders.Yokohama was the



first port opened to foreign trade, in 1859, and maintains a large Chinatown today. Chinese
travelers and migrants brought a dish of noodles in a chicken broth called Nanking soba (named
after the capital of China) to Japan and started serving it from food carts. By 1910, the first
specialized ramen-ya started serving the dish, which came to be known as Shina soba (Chinese
noodles). However, it remained mostly a stall and cart food popular with blue-collar and foreign
workers.During 1945, the last year of World War II, Japan suffered one of the worst rice harvests
in decades, and the American occupiers flooded the Japanese market with cheap flour and lard.
In three years, Japan tripled their bread consumption and ramen exploded in popularity as a
cheap and filling meal. During the post war period, Shina soba became known as Chuka soba
(using another word for “Chinese”), after “Shina” was deemed a derogatory imperial term for
Chinese people.BIRTH OF JAPANESE FAST FOODIn 1958, Momofuku Ando invented
packaged instant noodles and called them ramen. (Yes, New York’s famous Momofuku
restaurant pays homage to instant ramen’s founder!) The “ra” comes from the Chinese word for
"pulled" (la, pronounced with a sound between an "L" and an "R" that we don’t have in English)
and the “men” comes from the word for "noodles" (mien). Shortly after 1958, the Japanese
economy took off and more small shops began selling ramen. Subsequent decades witnessed
ramen-ya opening across the country and a growing love of packaged ramen, but it wasn’t until
the 1990s that the real ramen boom began in Japan.Ramen was, for most of its history in Japan,
inexpensive fast food, and even today, most ramen restaurants have few seats and very limited
menus. Until close to the turn of the 21st century, most ramen shops in Japan were still the
equivalent of local hole-in-the-wall joints in the States: cheap, quick, and filling.RAMEN
CULTURERamen is still “fast food” in the sense that it’s meant to be eaten quickly while piping
hot, but it no longer carries a low-quality connotation. It’s now a national icon, though still
inexpensive. You can get a great bowl for under $10 all over the country.Deep love exists for
ramen in Japan, with more than 6,000 ramen shops in Tokyo alone and more than 10,000 in the
country. There are ramen-themed magazines, books, museums, tours, TV shows, and countless
websites. In 2015, Tsuta was the first ramen-ya to earn a Michelin star. In keeping with
authenticity, the restaurant seats only nine people.Hiroshi Shimakage, a cofounder of the
Ramen Beast app, says, “The history of ramen is still short, but always changing. Especially after
1996, when so many kinds of ramen shops opened. Now the ramen scene is changing more
quickly. There is a new kind of trend every year. Many ramen masters want to try or create new
styles, and new shops open almost every week.”Ohsaki-san, Japan’s preeminent ramen critic,
also cites 1996 as a turning point: “The Internet started. Customers began putting images of
ramen on the Internet. Before that, a ramen maker could visit different ramen shops and just
steal their techniques. After 1996, you could see if one ramen shop was a copy of another.
Ramen shops had to start developing original styles.”AN EVERYDAY STAPLEThe typical ramen-
ya is intensely focused. This attention to detail is the foundation of Japanese craft: By turning
your attention to one thing, you master it. Despite the craftsmanship that goes into each bowl,
ramen culture doesn’t inspire lingering; most ramen-yas are still small counter shops. Many



urban ramen-ya are also partly automated. You select your items from a visual menu, pay for
your order, and hand your ticket to the cashier or put it on the counter when you sit down. Then
your ramen arrives.Ramen is meant to be eaten fast since it tastes best piping hot, so ramen
restaurants often encourage solo dining. Ichiran, a Japanese restaurant chain that’s expanded to
New York, goes so far as to include actual wooden partitions between the individual seats.NO
RULESEven though ramen has been in Japan since the 19th century, it didn’t capture the
cultural imagination until recently. In fact, part of its global appeal is that it’s new and
unencumbered by years of tradition. Ivan Orkin, a classically trained chef who holds the
distinction as the only American to succeed in Japan’s ramen scene, describes ramen as a
cuisine with few rules. “[Ramen is] unlike sushi, tempura, washoku, kaiseki, French, Italian—for
which there are reams written about the different techniques and how you should do
it.”Japanese food expert and Iron Chef America judge Akiko Katayama agrees that part of the
appeal of ramen is its flexibility, saying, “Ramen is a unique comfort food that allows a lot of
creativity, like pasta. Ramen is establishing its own path in the U.S., and I think it will stay with us
for a long time.”REGIONAL RAMENIn Japan, seasonal cooking can refer to 72 microseasons,
featuring the best local food of each week, or even every few days. Similarly, Japanese cuisine
has always featured regional variations based on the best local food. Inland cities use mountain
herbs and vegetables, and coastal cities feature the best seafood and vegetables. Because
local cooking has always been part of Japanese culture, we’ll look at some of the most
renowned variations of this versatile bowl.HOKKAIDOHokkaido is the most northern of the four
main islands of Japan, with cold winters, heavy snow, subzero temperatures, and milder
summers. As the most sparsely populated island, it’s a popular destination for nature lovers,
skiers, snowboarders, and campers.The three major cities of Hokkaido (Sapporo, Hakodate,
and Asahikawa) each have their own distinct and celebrated ramen styles. The Hokkaido airport,
New Chitose Airport, even has a Ramen Dojo, a special section in the terminal with 10 different
ramen shops showcasing their local styles.SapporoSapporo is the birthplace of miso ramen,
which has been served since the 1960s and features a broth that’s tonkotsu stock (pork bone
marrow) or a blend of tonkotsu and chicken stock. Flavored with a miso tare, it’s richly seasoned
and often covered with a fine layer of oil that prevents the heat from escaping during Sapporo’s
harsh winters. Sapporo ramen uses thick, yellow noodles and often includes toppings such as
chashu (sliced roasted pork), menma (seasoned bamboo shoots), sliced scallions, sweet corn,
other vegetables, or butter.HakodateAs a port city, Hakodate’s ramen arrived in the late 1800s
from Chinese merchants. Kelp and seafood show up in the city’s bowls. Often, the ramen
features a light, clear broth with thin, straight noodles. Most of Hakodate’s ramen-yas are shio
ramens (seasoned with salty tare), and use either a tonkotsu or chicken stock base, or a chicken
broth and kelp (or other seafood) base. Hakodate's ramen doesn’t feature the high fat content of
its neighboring cities, and the basic toppings are chashu, menma, scallions, bean sprouts, and
soft-boiled eggs. Seafood ramen bowls here may also include kelp or other seafood, like crab or
ebi shrimp.AsahikawaThe northernmost city of Hokkaido’s three big ramen cities, Asahikawa is



located in the island’s center. The ramen complements winter with a thin layer of flavored oil on
top of the broth that traps the bowl’s heat. Asahikawa ramen is a shoyu ramen with a “double
broth”—a blend of tonkotsu and fish-based broths seasoned with a soy sauce tare and thick,
wavy noodles to soak up the flavor and oil. Although Asahikawa is a noncoastal city, it was a hub
to transport seafood throughout the island, so you can find seafood in abundance. The ramen in
the region, also known for its pork farms, further reflects the best of the local
ingredients.FUKUSHIMAOne of Japan’s least densely populated prefectures, Fukushima is
about 160 miles north of Tokyo and known for its natural beauty, its onsens (hot springs),
seasonal fruits such as white peaches, and Kitakata ramen. Kitakata is the famous ramen city in
Fukushima, and along with Sapporo and Hakata, one of the three major regional ramen styles in
the country.KitakataA small city of roughly 50,000 people in western Fukushima, Kitakata is a
mountain-ringed town with more than 120 ramen shops. It’s a picturesque destination with rice
fields and charming old storehouses (kura) that have been converted into inns and shops.
Kitakata’s first ramen-ya opened in 1926, and people here love the dish so much that a local
custom (called asa-ra) is to enjoy ramen for breakfast.Kitakata ramen has a delicate, clear broth
usually made with pork bones, chicken bones, and niboshi (dried anchovies or sardines). It’s
flavored with the locally produced soy sauce that is kept in the storehouses around town, and
usually topped with chashu, naruto (a pink-and-white fish cake), menma, and scallions. Kitakata
ramen is most distinctive for its thick, flat, and curly noodles (called takasuimen), which are
slipperier and softer than other noodles.FUKUOKAThis prefecture on the southern island of
Kyushu is surrounded by the ocean on three sides and features a subtropical climate. For nearly
100 years, the region’s mobile food stalls (yatai) have been serving ramen, and Hakata ramen is
Fukuoka’s most famous food. When people refer to Fukuoka, Kyushu, or Hakata ramen, they are
generally referring to the region’s milky, thick tonkotsu broth ramen. Ippudo, a popular ramen
chain with outlets in New York City and Sydney, is a Fukuoka brand.HakataA bustling seaside
city in Fukuoka, Hakata is home to some of the most famous ramen in Japan. Made from long-
simmering pork bones until it becomes thick, rich, and gelatinous broth, the dish includes thin,
straight, al dente Hakata ramen noodles. One of the most well-known styles in the West, the
stick-to-your-ribs soup is addictively satisfying. Hakata is also home to the kaedama system, in
which you can order a second or third serving of noodles to eat with the creamy broth.TOKYOIn
Tokyo, the nation’s capital, and an international city, you can find almost every type of Japanese
ramen style. However, for many Japanese people, the Tokyo shoyu ramen has always been the
quintessential definition of a bowl of ramen. Tokyo-style ramen is distinctive because the broth is
made partly with dashi (Japanese seafood stock). Many food stalls originally made and served
noodle soups in dashi, and the practice continued in the making of Tokyo ramen.TokyoAlthough
Tokyo is home to countless ramen styles, the original capital ramen is topped with bean sprouts,
chewy and wavy noodles, chopped scallions, slow-cooked soft-boiled egg (nitamago), chashu,
and kamaboko. The shoyu broth is brown, made of both dashi and chicken bones and flavored
by a soy sauce tare.TsukemenA newer invention from the 1950s by ramen maker Yamagishi



Kazuo, tsukemen is a type of ramen in which the noodles and soup are served separately, letting
a diner dip the noodles into the broth mixture, which is thick and bursting with flavor. Tsukemen
noodles are served cold, ensuring they stay firm, plump, and chewy. Depending upon the
weather, the soup or sauce can be hot or cold, and goes perfectly with kaedama (an extra
serving of noodles). Popular toppings include seaweed, soft-boiled eggs, chashu, and
vegetables.WAKAYAMAThe Wakayama prefecture, located south of Osaka in the Kansai region,
is a mix of wild landscapes, mountains, temples, and shrines. As the center of Shingon
Buddhism, it has a long history of pilgrim travelers making their way across its trails. The ramen
boom here is relatively new, and thanks to a 1998 poll by a popular TV show that deemed a tiny
shop, Ide Shoten, the country’s best, ramen lovers make pilgrimages here.Chuka SobaLocals
call ramen "Chuka soba" (Chinese noodles) here, and Ide Shoten is still considered one of the
best ramen shops in Japan. They serve between 600 and 1,000 bowls every day, with their
specialty a tonkotsu-shoyu broth with thin, straight noodles. The other Wakayama ramen style
has a lighter shoyu broth, but both are topped in a simple fashion, with chashu, menma, bean
sprouts, and scallions.A custom in Wakayama is eating salted mackerel sushi (hayazushi) with a
bowl of ramen. Diners help themselves to the table’s boiled eggs and mackerel and, upon
leaving, tell the cashier how much they ate. Given this regional practice, Wakayama’s ramen
bowls are not overly large.KYOTOKyoto, Japan’s former capital and one of its most beautiful
cities, boasts picturesque shrines, palaces, hot springs, and beaches. Visitors flock there for the
cherry blossoms, autumn foliage, and Kyoto’s famous food culture. Kyoto’s local ramen has a
bold, rich, and thick flavor and consistency, featuring straight noodles. Chicken shoyu ramen is
popular, as are broths made from a combination of chicken, pork bones, and seafood broth
(dashi). Kyoto’s ramen (even when made with chicken broth) has a thicker consistency and
mouthfeel, with a rich umami flavor. Common toppings are chashu, chopped scallions, menma,
nori, and a pat of butter.TakayamaLocated at the base of the Japanese Alps, Takayama is
famous for its sushi (which features fresh seafood from nearby Toyama), its Hida (a type of
wagyu beef), and its ramen. Takayama broth is usually made from chicken bones, bonito stock,
and soy sauce. Unlike most Japanese ramen-ya which use tare to flavor the broth, Takayama
ramen shops boil the seasoning ingredients together with the broth, then top it with thin, curly
noodles. As they do in Wakayama, the Takayama residents often call ramen Chuka
soba.HIROSHIMAAlthough this coastal prefecture is perhaps best-known for its atomic
bombing, Hiroshima’s city has been rebuilt into a thriving metropolis recognized for its peace
advocacy. Famous for its regional cuisine, including oysters, squid, octopus, and a savory
Japanese pancake (called okonomiyaki), the city also hosts a few different styles of ramen:
Hiroshima tsukemen, tantanmen, and Hiroshima ramen.Tantanmen is a popular, Japanese-
adapted version of Chinese dan dan noodles, a regional favorite. However, Hiroshima’s version
lacks broth, and the noodles arrive separately from the spicy sauce. To enjoy, the diner swirls the
noodles in the sauce to fully coat them (30 times is the recommended number!), and uses such
table spices as chili peppers, Japanese sansho, and vinegar to season before eating. The



sansho (Sichuan peppercorn) is the spice of choice and adds a delightfully fizzy numbing
sensation.As elsewhere in Japan, Hiroshima tsukemen features cold dipping noodles, but its
sauce is hot and spicy with chili oil and peppers, and often the bowl is topped with cabbage,
scallions, soft-boiled eggs, and chashu.OnomichiOnomichi is known for its beautiful, temple-
covered sloping hills and calm seaport city—and, more recently, for its adorable cat population.
Onomichi’s ramen has a clear broth made from local small fish sourced from the Seto Inland
Sea. Served piping hot with a top layer of hot oil, the local ramen also features small chunks of
pork fat (seabura).RAMEN OBSESSION AROUND THE WORLDAlthough today’s ramen has its
roots in a Chinese soup, it’s become its own distinctly Japanese dish. In Japan, as we’ve seen,
ramen is a regional dish adapted to different climates, ingredients, and tastes, so it should only
make sense that it has been adopted—and adapted—by countries around the world,
incorporating truly global influences.NOT MEANT TO BE AUTHENTICIvan Orkin, probably the
only American chef to succeed in Japan’s ramen world, rose to fame in Tokyo with his refined
double-soup ramen (chicken and dashi broths). He owns two shops in New York City and two in
Tokyo, but first impressed Japan’s top ramen critic, Ohsaki-san, with his addition of slow-roasted
tomatoes as a topping.One popular Colorado ramen shop has a bowl with confit duck, arugula,
and apples; one of Hawaii’s chains has a creation of black garlic oil, garlic butter, and Parmesan
cheese; and some Florida ramens feature combinations of local corn and Gulf shrimp. Chef
Gregg Des Rosier, owner of Wisconsin’s Tochi Ramen, says that Japanese patrons at his
restaurant often order his Milwaukee-style ramen with seared flank steak and smoked bone
marrow butter. Like many others, it fulfills two important elements: It’s distinctly regional and uses
local ingredients.WORLD LANDSCAPE OF RAMENOutside Japan, the ramen boom started in
New York City, with Momofuku Noodle Bar in 2004, and this satisfying bowl has been making its
way around the world ever since. Some shops in London include cock scratchings (fried chicken
skins) as a topping, Milan’s earliest ramen-ya has a swirl of olive oil and pepperoncini on top,
and duck makes an appearance on South Africa’s ramen-ya menus. The endless ingredient
combinations represent how this dish can morph to take on the flavor of its creators and the local
delicacies. Keep this in mind as you embark on the adventure of creating your own ramen
bowls.PART IIThe Six StepsEven though it can take just a few minutes for your ramen cook to
whip up the bowl in front of you—a dash of sauce, a pour of broth, a ladleful of fresh noodles,
and a waterfall of toppings—the flavors in the final slurp-worthy meal are the result of careful
planning. These mother recipes cover ramen’s essential elements: broth, tare (seasoning
sauce), noodles, aromatic oils and fats, and the all-important toppings. With these foundational
recipes, you’ll have a tool kit to create countless ramen varieties.STEP 1: SOUP/BROTH•Clear
Chicken Broth (Tori Chintan)•“Creamy” Chicken Broth (Tori Paitan)•Tonkotsu (Pork Bone
Broth)•Pork and Chicken Broth•Awase Dashi•Shiitake DashiThe ramen broth provides the body
of the dish, but unlike most Western broths, it can contain just a couple of ingredients, often just
pork or chicken parts. Since most of the flavoring in the soup comes from the tare, the seasoning
sauce spooned into the bottom of the bowl, the broth itself isn’t heavily seasoned. There are also



“double broth” ramens, which combine two different broths—for example, a pork bone broth and
a more traditional dashi made from bonito flakes and kombu seaweed in the same bowl.Ramen
is unique because there are many different ways to categorize the dozens of different styles.
People often mistakenly refer to ramen broth as “shio broth” or “miso broth,” even though the
terms "shio" and "miso" refer to the tare that flavor the broth. A shio tare can season a chicken
broth or a milky pork bone broth (tonkotsu). The correct way to distinguish ramen broth is by the
ingredients used to make it, not the sauce used to flavor it. However, you can distinguish your
finished bowl of ramen by referring to the seasoning sauce and the broth, or just one or the
other. For example, miso tonkotsu refers to the tare and the broth, but Tokyo miso ramen refers
to just the tare seasoning sauce, not the chicken stock with which it is traditionally made.A
broth’s heaviness is another classification: Kotteri broths are thicker and often opaque, the
product of simmering bones for a long time, while assari broths are thinner and usually clear, the
end product of fish, vegetables, or bones cooked for a shorter length of time. Some people also
use the terms paitan (white soup) and chintan (clear soup).SHOPPING LISTHere are the main
ingredients you’ll need to make your ramen broths:•Bonito flakes (Bonito is a type of tuna, and
bonito flakes [katsuobushi] are made from tuna that’s been dried and smoked. The flakes are
shaved pieces of this dried and smoked fish.)•Carrots•Chicken bones (You can use chicken
legs, backs or frames, necks, wings, and so forth. You can also buy a whole chicken and remove
the meat before cooking the bones, or boil it whole and use the cooked meat as a
topping.)•Chicken feet•Chicken wings•Dried shiitake mushrooms (Shiitake and porcini
mushrooms make a deep, rich stock for vegetable ramen.)•Garlic•Ginger•Kombu (Sometimes
seen as “konbu,” this dried seaweed is a good source of glutamic acid, which is responsible for
umami flavor. To make dashi, you should buy the thick and wide sheets of kombu.)•Onions•Pigs’
feet•Pork belly•Pork bones (You can use legs, backs or frames, necks, and so
forth.)•ScallionsEQUIPMENT LISTHere are your must-have kitchen tools for cooking
broths:•Fine-mesh sieve•Large colander•Large slotted spoon•Large stockpot•Long-handled
wooden spoon•Saucepan•Sharp knife•Soup ladle•Storage containers (Glass bottles or large
jars with a tight seal work best.)These optional appliances are nice to have:•Electric pressure
cooker (An Instant Pot or something similar is excellent.)•Slow cookerPREPPING AND
COOKINGPreparation is the key to making a killer bowl of ramen since the actual assembly of
the ingredients takes mere minutes. Although some people might want to dedicate an entire day
to making ramen, it’s easiest to make a lot of the ingredients in advance. Your broth will keep for
days in the refrigerator and weeks in the freezer, as do the tare and many of the toppings. In
addition, you can use your broth, tare, and toppings to form the foundations of countless other
dishes.For cooking chicken and pork broths, one essential step you should not skip is the rinsing
and parboiling of the bones. Although it’s not something we usually do in American cooking, it is
essential for getting a clearer and cleaner-tasting broth. In preparation, rinse your bones well in
running water, and then boil them for at least 20 minutes before making your broth. Since the
long-simmering that follows will extract the flavor and body from the bones and the marrow, don’t



worry that you are throwing the best part down the drain.CLEAR CHICKEN BROTH (TORI
CHINTAN)DAIRY-FREE, GLUTEN-FREE, NUT-FREE, SOY-FREEPREP TIME: 10 minutes, plus
4 hours to chill / COOK TIME: stovetop, 6 hours; pressure cooker, 90 minutesMAKES ABOUT 2
QUARTSUnlike Western broths, Japanese ramen broth isn’t fortified with aromatics, vegetables,
and herbs: Simplicity is the name of the game. The broth’s seasoning and flavor come from the
tare, infused fats and oils, noodles, and a galaxy of toppings. The broth itself should taste of the
type of bones from which it is made. It doesn’t need to be completely clear and the tasty and
nutritious bits shouldn’t be meticulously strained out since they add to the flavor and texture. The
collagen in the chicken feet gives this hearty broth its rich flavor and lush mouthfeel. Although it’s
possible to make a good broth without the feet (just add more bones), expect a thinner and
lighter result.1 pound chicken feet1 pound chicken wings3 pounds chicken bones10 to 12 cups
waterPREPARATIONBlanch the chicken feet. Place them in a stockpot and cover with 2 to 3
inches of tap water. Set the pot over high heat and bring to a boil. When the water boils,
immediately remove the pot from the heat and strain, discarding the water.STOVETOP
METHOD1.Place the chicken wings and bones in the bottom of the (cleaned) stockpot and then
place the chicken feet on top. Cover the bones and feet with the water (the bones should be
covered by at least 2 inches of water).2.Set the pot over low heat and bring to a simmer. Cover
and continue to simmer, without stirring, for about 6 hours.3.Using a colander, strain the broth.
Cover and chill in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.4.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat
off the top and save it to season your ramen (here).PRESSURE COOKER METHOD1.Place the
chicken wings and bones in the bottom of the pressure cooker and top with the chicken feet.
Cover the bones and feet with the water (the bones should be covered by at least 2 inches of
water). Cover the pot, seal the valve, and cook on high pressure for 90 minutes. Let the pressure
release naturally.2.Using a colander, strain the broth. Cover and chill in the refrigerator for at
least 4 hours.3.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat off the top and save it to season your
ramen (here).Storage Tip: Regardless of cooking method, you can store the broth, covered, in
the refrigerator for up to 1 week or in the freezer for up to 3 months.Repurposing Tip: Save the
bones once you’ve strained them out of your broth and use them to make Tori Paitan, a thick,
creamy, white chicken broth.“CREAMY” CHICKEN BROTH (TORI PAITAN)DAIRY-FREE,
GLUTEN-FREE, NUT-FREE, SOY-FREEPREP TIME: 10 minutes, plus 4 hours to chill / COOK
TIME: stovetop, 9 hours; pressure cooker, 4 hoursMAKES ABOUT 2 QUARTSTori paitan is a
creamy, thick chicken broth made by boiling bones to encourage them to give up their collagen
and marrow. You can make Tori Paitan starting with fresh bones, or you can reuse the bones that
you’ve already used to make Tori Chintan. If doing the latter, skip the blanching step.1 pound
chicken feet1 pound chicken wings3 pounds chicken bones10 to 12 cups water½ carrot,
sliced½ onion, sliced5 or 6 scallions, white parts only (roots removed)1- or 2-inch piece of
ginger, sliced10 garlic cloves, peeledPREPARATIONBlanch the chicken feet, wings, and bones.
Place them in a stockpot and cover with 2 to 3 inches of tap water. Set the pot over high heat
and bring to a boil. When the water boils, immediately remove the pot from the heat and strain,



discarding the water.STOVETOP METHOD1.Place the chicken wings and bones in the bottom
of the (cleaned) stockpot and then place the chicken feet on top. Cover the bones and feet with
the water (the bones should be covered by at least 2 inches of water).2.Set the pot over medium-
high heat and bring to a boil. Reduce the heat to medium, cover, and boil for 6 to 8 hours, until
the broth is creamy white and the bones have broken down.3.Add the carrot, onion, scallions,
ginger, and garlic and boil for 1 hour more.4.Using a colander, strain the broth. Cover and chill in
the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.5.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat off the top and
save it to season your ramen (here).PRESSURE COOKER METHOD1.Place the chicken wings
and bones in the bottom of the pressure cooker and place the chicken feet on top. Cover the
bones and feet with the water (the bones should be covered by at least 2 inches of water). Cover
the pot, seal the valve, and cook on high pressure for 2 hours. Quick release the
pressure.2.Either in the pressure cooker (if using an electric pressure cooker with a sauté
function) or in a stockpot on the stovetop over medium-high heat, bring the stock back up to a
rapid boil. Continue to boil until the stock is creamy white and the bones have broken down,
about 1 hour.3.Add the carrot, onion, scallions, ginger, and garlic and boil for 1 hour
more.4.Using a colander, strain the broth. Cover and chill in the refrigerator for at least 4
hours.5.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat off the top and save it to season your ramen
(here).Storage Tip: Regardless of cooking method, you can store the broth, covered, in the
refrigerator for up to 1 week or in the freezer for up to 3 months.TONKOTSU (PORK BONE
BROTH)DAIRY-FREE, GLUTEN-FREE, NUT-FREE, SOY-FREEPREP TIME: 10 minutes, plus 3
hours to chill / COOK TIME: stovetop, 10 hours; pressure cooker, 4 hoursMAKES ABOUT 3
QUARTSTonkotsu is often called the king of ramen broths because it is one of the most
common, sumptuously flavored broths. Made from pork bones, water, and an onion, a good
tonkotsu is milky and opaque, with a rich, concentrated flavor from the fat, collagen, and
cartilage that melts into the broth.3 pounds pork bones, cut into 2-inch pieces2 pounds pigs’
feet, halved1 onion, peeled and halved12 to 16 cups filtered waterPREPARATION1.Blanch the
pork bones and pigs’ feet. Place them in a large stockpot, cover with cold tap water, and set over
high heat. As soon as the water comes to a full boil, remove the pot from the heat. Drain the pot,
discarding the water. Rinse the bones well under cold water.2.Refrigerate the blanched, rinsed
bones and feet for about 3 hours.STOVETOP METHOD1.Place the bones, feet, and the onion in
a clean stockpot and cover them with the water (the bones and onion should be covered by at
least 2 inches of water). Set over high heat and bring to a rolling boil. Reduce the heat to
medium. Skim off and discard any brown foam that rises to the top. Boil for 8 hours. The liquid
will reduce as the stock cooks. During the boiling process, add water as needed to keep the
bones covered.2.After 8 hours, raise the heat to high and bring the water to a boil again. With a
wooden spoon, move the bones around to encourage them to release their marrow. Continue to
boil until there is no cartilage or soft tissue left on the bones and they are almost bare, 1 to 2
hours more.3.Strain the stock into a clean stockpot or large bowl. Discard the solids. Let the
stock cool to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate for at least 4 hours. The stock will be



milky white and gelatinous.4.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat off the top and reserve it
to season your ramen (here).PRESSURE COOKER METHOD1.Place the blanched, rinsed, and
chilled bones and the onion in a stovetop or electric pressure cooker and add the water (the
bones should be covered by at least 2 inches of water). Lock the top, seal the valve, and cook on
high pressure for 2 hours. Quick release the pressure and then let the stock sit for at least 1
hour.2.Bring the stock back to a boil, either in the pressure cooker (uncovered) or by transferring
it to a clean stockpot. Continue to boil until there is no cartilage or soft tissue left on the bones
and they look bare, adding water as needed to keep the water level high, 1 to 2 hours
more.3.Strain the stock into a clean stockpot or large bowl. Discard the solids. Let the stock cool
to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate for at least 4 hours. The stock will be milky white
and gelatinous.4.When the broth is fully chilled, skim the fat off the top and reserve it to season
your ramen (here).Storage Tip: Regardless of cooking method, you can store the broth, covered,
in the refrigerator for up to 1 week or in the freezer for up to 3 months.Ingredient Tip: Use the
best-quality pork bones you can find, ideally organic. The feet provide collagen, so don’t omit
them (if you are unable to locate them, substitute additional shank bones, cut into 2-inch pieces).
Ask your butcher to halve them for you.PORK AND CHICKEN BROTHDAIRY-FREE, GLUTEN-
FREE, NUT-FREE, SOY-FREEPREP TIME: 10 minutes, plus 4 hours to chill / COOK TIME:
stovetop, 4 hours; pressure cooker, 1 hourMAKES ABOUT 3 QUARTSRamen broth made with
chicken or pork bones are the most common, but it isn’t unusual to find broth made with both,
and this broth benefits from the rich flavors of both types of bones. It’s thick with collagen from
the pork bones, but less so than a Tonkotsu.1 chicken carcass1 pound pork bones, cut into 2-
inch pieces1 (4-inch) square piece of kombu½ pound pork belly4 dried shiitake mushrooms1 (3-
inch) piece fresh ginger, peeled and sliced into thick rounds
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Kathy Parsons, “Great cookbook!. I learned a lot from this lovely cookbook. I thought I would be
getting some ideas for noodle dishes with veggies, meat or seafood and broth, and the book
really delivers on that front. What I wasn't expecting was the amount of work involved in doing
ramen right. There are plenty of shortcuts available - prepared sauces, packaged noodles, etc. -
but to really do it right, you need to make your broths, noodles and various flavorings from
scratch. Many of the steps can be done ahead of the actual ramen-making, speeding up the final
steps to a meal, but an authentic ramen involves a lot of steps. This book is very
comprehensive, offering a history of ramen, how it differs from region to region in Japan as well
as in other areas of the world, and many other interesting bits of info. The six steps to making
ramen are also explained - the soup/broth, tare (a "secret sauce" that goes at the bottom of the
bowl), aromatic oils and fat, noodles, toppings and the bowl. Reading through the various
recipes, I was not familiar with quite a few of the ingredients, so those who live in rural areas like
I do might have to order some of these ingredients online if there aren't any Asian markets
nearby. The actual recipes are categorized by the regions of Japan that they come from, with the
final chapter of that section including other parts of the world. There is also a section on side
dishes - salad, pickles, gyoza, etc. - and a glossary of terms, measurement conversions and an
index. The recipes themselves include prep times, dietary info (gluten-free, nut-free, etc.), cook
times, various tips and substitutions, and descriptions of each dish. The instructions are well-
written and easy to follow.This is an excellent and very authoritative cookbook. The writing is
bright, colorful and helpful, and I'm really looking forward to making some of these recipes!I
received a review copy "Ramen Obsession" from the publisher in exchange for an honest
review, which this is.”

EPICurean M., “Excellent guide on MFS Ramen at Home - Deliciously Satisfying. So I was
waiting for her upcoming book about Ramen. I know that Naomi has compiled great recipes and
delicious results when she has written about Seoul Cooking a few years back. I never put a book
down and was so enamored by her recipes that created delicious results. And I added some of
my personal touches to those recipes - they were so good when I cooked it for family and
friends. This book is so well-crafted and gives you the importance of each component of making
the best ramen at home. Chapter 1 will guide you through ingredients that are synonymous to
Japanese ramen and the basics of cooking such components. Chapter 2 will list the basics of
making great ramen like making your own noodles either Basic Ramen noodles or a GF version
made of rice. Second, is the broth. Third, is the tare where a salty umaminess coming from 5
types. 4th is types of proteins and other toppings that goes when preparing ramen. 5th is a
seasoned oil that accompanies when eating ramen. All of the recipes are easy to make and
easy to follow instructions. All of them can be made at your own home. The third big chapter list
unique recipes of ramen - I would say more than 75 kinds of it.Although, I got to try few first and



see what are my faves. I am pretty sure this is a treat especially during the winter. And we love
soups and noodles. Ramen is also delicious to savor, eat and slurp with umaminess.I just love
how Naomi gives a new perspective on making ramen. This is a great book to have when you
want to make ramen - it is a ramen obsession!I bought the Kindle version because it is so
convenient when I cook. My favorite format when I cook.”

Melinita, “Glorified Ramen/Saimin. After living in Hawaii & Samoa for 5 years (many years ago), I
have come up with many ways to prepare ramen (or Saimin/Saimini, as I knew it to be called). I
even have an extensive Pinterest board dedicated to ramen/saimin recipes! This book has given
me some excellent ideas for new ingredients and techniques! I’m looking forward to testing
them!”

Bob from Michigan, “Must read for all Ramen-Heads.. Outstanding book. It does a wonderful job
of breaking down all of the different parts of the dish and all of the many different kinds of ramen.
The recipes are easy to follow and delicious. There are even a few meat dishes i've made
without making the whole soup. A fabulous read even for those who don't plan on making their
own ramen.”

G. M. B., “Not for beginners. Nice cook book, but not a book for beginners. Be prepared to buy
lots of different ingredients, which you may only use a few times. Recipes for large quantities.”

Boi, “This is the bible for ramen. Just got this and am really looking forward to cooking ramen just
wish it was all recipes and not the history of it but I guess you get the best of both worlds with
this book”

Angela Stevens, “Brilliant.. Love the book. Just what I expected and more. Wouldnt buy any other
book for Ramen.”

Attila Szep, “Exactly what you need. Good book recommend 100%”

Ebook Library Reader, “Elucidating. Excellent explanation of mysterious confusing cuisine which
isn’t as complicated after reading”

Nicola Armstrong, “Easy to make. Great book”

The book by Naomi Imatome-Yun has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,801 people have provided
feedback.
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